
AN ANALYSIS OF ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT

Appendix 1 - Common models of organization analysis and design Effective organizations are critical for sustainable
development and particularly important.

There is inevitable overlap between the stages, since the boundaries are not clear-cut and cannot be in a
continuous process. There is often no direct link between meeting mission and being sustainable. Thus OD
interventions focus on the total cultures and cultural processes of organizations. A planned effortâ€¦ 3.
Self-managing work groups allows the members of a work team to manage, control, and monitor all facets of
their work, from recruiting, hiring, and new employees to deciding when to take rest breaks. Adequate funding
for completion of the contract is necessary. Problems come from when people are not motivated or trained
sufficiently. Alignment of collaborating organizations' cultures is a significant and often overlooked element
of contracting-out. The 7S organisational analysis framework is based on the premise that all seven elements
are interdependent, and must be mutually reinforcing in order to be successful. Outcome indicators are
assigned a specific numerical measurement "that indicates progress toward achieving an outcome," [11] but
are not the outcomes themselves. It involves actionâ€”matching skills and resources with opportunities and
threats. The remaining four elementsâ€”shared value, staff, skill, and styleâ€”are fluid, difficult to describe,
and dependent upon the actors within the organisation at any given time. Basic Research and long range
planning activities- Outcomes may take years to surface Programs with anonymous customers- Ex: Hotlines
Programs in which major outcomes apply to a very small number of events [12] Control Systems in the
Workplace[ edit ] Companies encourage independence and innovation among employees in order to remain
competitive, but in an effort to avoid unnecessary risk and control failures, companies must also put in place
mechanisms to monitor employee progress. Then, analyzing the collected data with a social network analysis
software in order to find organic clusters, opinion leaders, peripheral and bridging actors, indirect relations
that are otherwise invisible. References 2. The need for "reinventing" the field has become a topic that even
some of its "founding fathers" are discussing critically. Major adjustments and reevaluations would return the
OD project to the first, or planning, stage for basic changes in the program. An internal change agent is usually
a staff person who has expertise in the behavioral sciences and in the intervention technology of OD. It also
illustrates other aspects of Lewin's general model of change. Included here are four major types of control
levers or systems that enable managers to reconcile employee autonomy with effective control. The change
agent is a behavioral scientist who knows how to get people in an organization involved in solving their own
problems. A change agent's main strength is a comprehensive knowledge of human behavior, supported by a
number of intervention techniques to be discussed later. Some of the processes that come together in
organizational development to assist in product innovation are competitive analysis, technology development,
consumer preferences, target market research, manufacturing capabilities analysis, and patents and trademarks.
Problems occur when actors fail to play their parts. One goal of a healthy organization is to develop generally
open communication , mutual trust, and confidence between and across levels. This includes improved
interpersonal and group processes, more effective communication, and enhanced ability to cope with
organizational problems of all kinds.


